All classes are not offered every semester.
**GAVILAN COLLEGE LEARNING SKILLS PROGRAM PATHWAY**
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In the students’ 1<sup>st</sup> semester they would:

- Enroll into Guidance 560
- Complete an Evaluation (Guidance 557 or CSIS 570A)
- Enroll into a Lab (Guidance 558 or CSIS 571)

*If interested, register for CSIS 575 to learn assistive computer technologies for lab or home use*

In the students’ 2<sup>nd</sup> semester they would:

- Enroll into a class (Guidance 560 or CSIS 572/575)
- Enroll into a Lab (Guidance 558A or CSIS 571A)
- Register for an educational assistance class if enrolled into Basic English or Math

*If necessary, continue the ACT training in CSIS 570B*

In the students’ 3<sup>rd</sup> semester they would:

- Enroll into a Lab (Guidance 558B or CSIS 571B)
- Register for an educational assistance class if enrolled into Basic English or Math

In the students’ 4<sup>th</sup> semester they would:

- Enroll into a Lab (Guidance 558C or CSIS 571C)
- Register for an educational assistance class if enrolled into Basic English or Math